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Abstract
Teaching-learning process has a great important medium where pre-service teachers develop experiences and competences. Pre-service teachers are introduced to this process in a professional sense through the school experience course in teacher training. In this process, it is crucial to identify the encountered difficulties and matters. For this purpose, the perceptions of 48 pre-service teachers attending Pedagogical Formation Training at Mardin Artuklu University and taking the school experience course were got. The study group of the current research consists of the 48 pre-service teachers taking the school experience course in 2014-2015 academic year. The qualitative research method based on the data collection instrument involving two questions in the semi-structured interview form was used. The content analysis was conducted to analyze the data. According to the findings, it was revealed that the pre-service teachers observe or encounter 219 matters with regard to teaching and learning process in the school experience course. It was identified that the most encountered reasons are teacher, school, student related reasons and other ones, respectively. The pre-service teachers developed 229 suggestions to overcome these matters. The findings of this research were compared with the ones in the literature. In this regard, teaching-learning process was discussed.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Introduce the Problem
Teaching-learning process can be defined as a process where pre-service teachers have experiences and ideas about teaching, learning, teacher, student and even acquire positive and negative ideas for school concept. Pre-service teachers get acquainted with this process through the school experience course. In this process, they observe and start to rule this process by undertaking responsibilities. Curriculum consists of four basic components, namely planning, content, teaching-learning process and assessment and evaluation. This study will dwell on teaching-learning process. This process contains learning approaches, teaching strategies, methods, techniques, physical conditions and tools which contribute to ruling all these elements without facing any problem (Arends, 2014). This process is important for students to acquire cognitive, affective and psychomotor skills when curriculum is conducted as expected.

The fact that students are trained according to the aim of an education system depends on how teachers are competent in their teaching profession (Cydis, 2014). Therefore, reconstructive approaches in education assign new roles to teachers. Teachers are expected to develop good relationships with their students, colleagues, school administration and parents, to constantly improve themselves in their profession. There are two dimensions, namely professional ethic and knowledge to train pre-service teachers in a professional sense. They are also required to be competent in content knowledge, pedagogical courses and general cultural courses in their pre-service teacher training program to carry out their teaching practices professionally (Özden, 2005). The most important component in education is teacher. Education basically depends on teachers regardless of training patterns or models (Erdoğan, 2009). Therefore, teachers should be given opportunities to continuously improve themselves in both pre-service and in-service training programs. One of the most important guides for teachers in these processes is the curriculum. Planning teaching process based on a curriculum is assumed to increase efficiency in education with respect to quality (Stewart, 2012).
The curriculum developed by the Ministry of National Education (MEB) is known to be student-centered. In a student-centered approach, students actively participate in the lessons. On the other hand, teaching-learning process in a teacher-centered approach generally focuses on conveying knowledge to students and this knowledge is memorized by students to be remembered in the exact way later. Learning activities to develop thinking and problem-solving skills are not much included in this process (Saban, 2014). In traditional learning systems, teaching with a group or one type of teaching is at the forefront. However, nowadays, it is known that learning is special for an individual just like his/her fingerprint special to him/her (Sakiz, 2017). It is recognized that students have different learning styles, interests and intelligences even though they are at the same age or in the same grade. On the other hand, pre-service teachers in education faculties should be closely concerned with technology-based teaching in the technological era in which we live (Angeli, 2005). It is known that those teachers who can successfully integrate technology into teaching can achieve success more easily and fast. Therefore, it is thought that it is more useful to arrange teaching practice courses at education faculties considering the integration of technology into courses (Oigara & Wallace, 2012). It is considered that teacher has a significant impact on the implementation of a student-centered curriculum. To what extent teacher is familiar with the curriculum and eager to conduct it have a decisive role in implementing it successfully (Bulut, 2008). When the current curricula are evaluated, it is seen that students are at the center of the learning process. The basic aim of these curricula is to “prepare individuals for life with having responsibility, being able to think critically and highly skilled in problem solving and decision making” (MEB, 2017). Students should keep teaching-learning process by learning actively and practicing and studying with individual or groups to acquire the mentioned skills and characteristics.

Teacher qualities determine the efficiency of a teaching-learning process. Students’ characteristics such as their success, selection of vocations, perspectives on life, life philosophies, respect to others, tolerance are closely related with teacher qualities (Yapıcı, 2015). Education quality is directly associated with what teachers do (Kunter et al., 2013). It is known that all components in education system are important to conduct education and training activity. However, teacher precedes the other components. Because teacher undertakes significant roles such as coordinating the components, selecting appropriate teaching methods and techniques, being successful in human relationships and motivating students. Therefore, teacher has a strategic role to realize education and training objectives (Yavuz & Karadeniz, 2009).

Teaching-learning process, in one sense, states a student’s experience process (Akpinar, 2013). The experiences in the teaching-learning process should be arranged effectively to enable students to develop the expected behaviors from themselves (Woolfolk-Hoy & Weinstein, 2006). In other words, it is necessary to know how learning occurs and specify definite criteria to organize these experiences. Therefore, education can express learning experiences setting from the perspective of a student and teaching setting from the perspective of a teacher. Learning activities in accordance with the objectives in a student-centered process should be planned and learning experience setting should be prepared according to this (Demirel, 2015).

1.2 The Purpose and Importance of the Research

It is argued that pre-service teachers need general cultural knowledge, content knowledge and pedagogical knowledge throughout their professional teaching life. Not only theoretical knowledge but also school experience training should be included in teacher training (Özenç, 2014). In other words, pre-service teachers need to take school experience courses, thereby acquiring teaching experiences and developing positive behavior to conduct their teaching effectively. Pre-service teachers’ perceptions with regard to teaching-learning process in the school experience course where the mentioned objectives are aimed to be realized, were examined in the current research and they were asked to elicit the matters they encountered in this course where they get teaching experience in real classroom environment. In this context, the purpose of the research is to identify pre-service teachers’ perceptions with respect to teaching-learning process in the school experience course. Based on this purpose, the answers for the following questions were sought:

1) What are the matters the pre-service teachers observed or encountered in the school experience course?
2) What are the suggestions of the pre-service teachers for the matters the pre-service teachers observed or encountered in the school experience course?

2. Method

2.1 Research Design

In this study, program implementation, a type of case study, in qualitative research design was used. Program implementation case study helps understand whether the implementation complies with its purpose. This study is
useful when there is anxiety of teaching-learning process with regard to the implementation problems. Revealing the comprehensive and longitudinal changes in the implementation in time can provide a context to interpret the findings of the implementation variables. Case studies need to be conducted for a good program implementation. Necessary time should be allocated to obtain longitudinal and width data. Generally, more than one working setting or cases are required to answer the research questions (Davey, 1991). For this purpose, a program implementation case study was carried out to identify the pre-service teachers’ perceptions for teaching-learning process. The data including their perceptions for the problems they observed or faced in the process and their suggestions to overcome these problems were obtained.

2.2 Study Group

The study group of the research consists of the 48 pre-service teachers taking the school experience course in the context with Pedagogical Formation Training in 2014-2015 academic year. The study group was determined through purposive sampling method. Purposive sampling is a sampling approach which enables to study cases which are thought to have rich information thoroughly (Patton, 2002). The reasons to choose this sampling method are that the researcher knows the pre-service teachers and can reach them more easily. A researcher selects the participants into the sampling who are the most appropriate for the purpose of the research in purposive sampling method. In this regard, a part of the most appropriate population is included to study problem (Baiei, 2009).

2.3 Data Collection Instrument

The data of the research were obtained from the semi-structured interview form that was created taking into account the experts’ views (two associate professors and one assistant professor in the educational sciences) and reviewing the related literature in detail (Bağcioğlu, 1997; Dursun & Kuzu, 2008; Özenoğlu Kiremit, 2013; Yüksel, 2017). The data collection instrument consists of two questions in the semi-structured interview form. There are some measures to ensure the validity of the interview form. One of these measures is participant confirmation. The participants were chosen on a volunteer basis and they were told that their identities would not be revealed to enable them to give honest responses to the questions. Yıldırım & Şimşek (2008) indicated that participants' voluntariness is important to render the validity and reliability of a research. Another measure for the validity of the interview form is that the data were collected by conversing the participants face to face thoroughly. The data were compiled from the pre-service teachers at the end of the school experience course. Besides, the fact that researcher analyses data elaborately and explains how to come conclusions is one of the important measures to enable validity in qualitative research (Yıldırım & Şimşek, 2008).

The validity of the interview form was ensured considering the experts’ views. First, the tentative questions for the subject were prepared. The opinions of the three academic members working in the educational sciences department were taken to assess the questions. Based on their suggestions, the questions were revised. The data collection instrument was conducted by interviewing with the participants included in the sampling.

The process of data collection lasted 14 weeks corresponding to the school experience course. Informed consent to conduct the research was taken from the institutions whereby teachers were working. The school experience involved school observation by teachers, interviews with teachers and school managers, and recording data within standardized forms.

2.4 Data Analysis

The pre-service teachers’ perceptions for teaching-learning process were analyzed through inductive content analysis by two researchers. The coding was created based on the results while each researcher’s findings were similar. Based on this similarity, meaningful parts were gathered during the coding process (Miles & Huberman, 1994; Şimşek & Yıldırım, 2008). Following the coding process, themes were formed and were indicated with frequency techniques in tables. The obtained data in the research were presented with descriptive approach and frequency values. Of the data, two themes and six sub-themes were attained. The Cohen Kappa values, which calculated the consensus among the data coders with regard to the sub-themes as follows: Teacher-related reasons .77; school-related reasons .85; other reasons .77: student-related reasons 86; suggestions for teachers .71 and suggestions for school administrators .83. According to Viera & Garrett (2005), the interpretation of the Kappa values indicate .01-.20 slight agreement; .21-40 fair agreement; .41-.60 moderate agreement; .61-.80 substantial agreement; and .81-.100 almost perfect agreement. Content analysis method was used to analyze the data. The treatments in content analysis involve gathering similar data under particular concepts and themes, and organize and interpret the data to enable readers to understand (Yıldırım & Şimşek, 2008).
3. Presentation of the Findings

The obtained findings from the pre-service teachers’ perceptions with regard to teaching-learning process were analyzed. They were presented in tables and evaluated. Coding was used when their perceptions were presented. The letters in the coding (PT) indicate the pre-service teacher and the number in the coding his/her order. The findings attained from the pre-service teachers’ perceptions with regard to teaching-learning process were summarized in Table 1 and Table 2.

Table 1. The matters the pre-service teachers observed/encountered in teaching-learning process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teacher-related</td>
<td>Teacher centered teaching (27), Student not motivated to his/her lesson (14), Teacher not competent in pedagogical respect (14), Teacher follows one type of teaching (13), Miscommunication between teacher and student in class (12), Not activity-based teaching (11), Excessive lessons and homework (9), Ignoring individual differences (8), Ignoring learning levels (6), Not using time efficiently (6), Transmitting intensive knowledge (6), Not having a democratic learning environment (5) Using insulting expressions (3), Teacher comes to lesson unprepared (2), Teachers angry (1), Conducting unfair behavior (1)</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School-related</td>
<td>Lack of material (13), Physical insufficiencies of school/classes (9), Not enabling students to gain responsibility (5), Not benefiting from technological equipments (5), Counseling services not serve their purpose (3), Not developing higher order skills (2), not taking care of student's problems (2), Students not encouraged to read book (1)</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student-related</td>
<td>Classroom management problems (15), Negative dialogues between teacher and students (12), Students come to lesson unprepared (5), Overcrowded classes</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other reasons</td>
<td>(4), Curriculum taking into account a standard student profile (2), Socio-cultural differences in class (1), Subjects elaborate and abundant (1), Student's values not being revealed (1)</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>219</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 1, the matters the pre-service teachers determined with respect to teaching-learning process are enumerated as teacher-related reasons, school-related reasons, student-related reasons and other reasons. When the table is examined, it is seen that 138 out of 219 reasons are related with teacher. This result equals to 63% of the determined matters. In this category, the most stated matter is “teacher centered teaching”.

PT14 coded pre-service teacher stated this problem as “A curriculum is not implemented based on the students’ skills, interests and needs. Mostly, there is a traditional teaching approach. At the end of a subject matter, students are asked whether they understand it. If they do not understand it, it is briefly lectured”. A similar perception expressed by PT38 coded pre-service teacher is that “Nowadays, teachers prefer either lecturing or using slights. Lecturing which descends from teacher centered training approach is, nowadays, used as a convenient method for almost all content”.

Another emphasized matter in teaching-learning process is miscommunication and negative dialogues between teacher and student. The miscommunication and negative dialogues may cause unexpected student behaviors and unmotivated students. Concerning this matter, PT16 coded pre-service teacher stated that “Teachers fall behind the developments in science and technology. Student usually knows much more than his/her teacher and those students who are aware of this circumstance may be rude to their teacher and this creates tension”.

PT25 coded pre-service teacher attributed the matters in teaching-learning process to teacher centered teaching, lack of material, physical insufficiencies of schools and teachers’ not being competent in pedagogical respect indicating that “Our classrooms and schools in education and training process are extremely simple and insufficient. Our teachers are insufficient to use technology and material. Although student centered approach is embraced in the curriculum, teacher centered teaching, unfortunately, is applied”.

There are pre-service teachers who regard “ignoring differences” as a matter. PT02 coded teacher remarked this matter as “Standard teaching is applied to those students who have learning disability or special considerations”.

A similar perception was indicated by PT01 coded pre-service teacher that “Those students who are particularly unsuccessful, and have different interests and behavioral problems are not taken care of and they get isolated”.

Another matter encountered in teaching-learning process is that teaching is conducted in standard classrooms. This matter is emphasized to hinder conducting different activities. To illustrate, PT06 coded pre-service teacher stated that “The same classroom is always used. Different activities are not carried out”.
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PT37 coded pre-service teacher criticizes the curriculum and expresses that it standardizes the methods and techniques indicating that “The fact that the curriculum is standard standardizes the methods and techniques used in teaching-learning process”. PT07 coded pre-service teacher regard “Over permissiveness provided to students in classes make it hard to manage and control classroom” as a matter.

The suggestions for the matters the pre-service teachers observed or encountered in teaching-learning process in the school experience course with regard to the second sub-problem were presented in Table 2.

Table 2. The suggestions for the matters the pre-service teachers observed or encountered in teaching-learning process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suggestion for teachers</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constructive approach</td>
<td>should be taken into account (23), Student should be motivated to his/her lesson (22), Active teaching methods and techniques should be used (22), Rote learning should be left (15), Teacher-student communication should be open (13), Individual differences should be paid attention (13), Activities should be determined according to students’ interest, needs and abilities (10), Students’ readiness level should be paid attention (9), Benefitting from electronic devices in classes (Smart board, projection etc.) (9), Teacher should associate the current lesson with the previous one (8), Learning by practicing, how to access to knowledge should be taught (8), Different materials should be used (8), Indiscipline behaviors in classes should be prevented (6), Excessive homework should not be assigned (5), Learning should be simplified (5), Cultural structure should be taken into account (4), Teacher should be patient and tolerant (4), Teacher should come to lesson prepared (4), Students should be treated equally (4), Democratic classroom environment should be created (3), Different places for teaching should be preferred (2), Students should be acquired a sense of responsibility (2), Teacher should teach in the context with his/her lesson plan (2), Student should be provided a sense of value (2)</td>
<td>202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggestions for school administrators</td>
<td>Physical infrastructure and equipment matters should be overcome (9), Curriculum should be introduced (5), Students should care pre-service and in-service training (4), Student’s learning should be guided (4), Parents should be made contact (4), Artistic and sportive activities should be conducted (1)</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>229</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When Table 2 is examined, it is seen that 229 suggestions were developed for the matters in teaching-learning process. 202 out of 229 suggestions were put forward for teachers. This result equals to about 88% of the suggestions. Some of the suggestions developed by the pre-service teachers with regard to the matters encountered/observed in teaching-learning process were enumerated below. When the developed suggestions are considered, it is understood that pre-service teachers attach more importance to the suggestions involving student centered approach. In this regard, PT32 coded pre-service teacher stated that “Teachers still use behaviorist approach in teaching process. All teachers need to embrace constructive approach”. A similar view was stated by PT16 coded pre-service teacher that “Material should be used in lesson, constant teaching in the same way should be avoided. Utilizing different and convenient techniques for each lesson or subject prevents students from getting bored, increases their attention level and minimizes classroom management problems”. PT25 coded pre-service teacher emphasized that individual should be in the center of teaching-learning process indicating that “Conditions and medium should be arranged according to individual by placing him/her in the center of teaching-learning process”.

PT37 coded pre-service teacher, who stressed out student centered approach in teaching-learning process and attracted attention to the concept empathy, expressed that “Teaching method and technique should be organized according to student and student should not be regarded as a memory which can be loaded knowledge with a teaching haste. Knowledge should be conveyed to student showing empathy and by the time student understands his/her subject thoroughly, another subject should not be taught”.

Another suggestion developed for teaching-learning process is that teacher should pay attention to individual differences. In this regard, PT01 coded pre-service teacher developed such a suggestion: “Students’ individual differences should be revealed”. On the other hand, PT08 coded pre-service teacher emphasized the use of material in teaching-learning process: “Teacher should not use the same material in every lesson and using different materials will meet student’s need and attract his/her attention”.

4. Discussion

This research tried to identify the matters the pre-service teachers observed/faced in teaching-learning process in the school experience course and the suggestions they presented to solve these matters. When the pre-service
teachers’ perceptions are considered, it is seen that they observed or faced a number of matters and developed the suggestions for the matters.

In the context with the first purpose of the research, the matters the pre-service teachers observed/encountered in teaching-learning process were determined. In this regard, 219 matters were revealed. These matters were grouped under four themes such as “Teacher Related Reasons”, “School Related Reasons”, “Student Related Reasons” and “Other Reasons”. In the general sense, it is seen that the matters mostly stem from teachers. It was indicated in the study conducted by Geçer & Özel (2012) that teachers largely use traditional teaching methods. Similar findings were obtained in other researches (Solmaz, 2007).

It is understood that more half of the matters pre-service teachers observed/encountered in teaching learning process are concerned with teachers. This result demonstrates the importance of teacher in teaching and learning (Kunter et al., 2013; Shaffer & Thomas-Brown, 2015). In the sub-theme of teacher related reasons, the matter predominately originates from teacher centered teaching approach. This finding is supported with other research results. It was concluded in the study implemented by Akpınar & Gezer (2010) that teachers heavily use lecturing method and do not know sufficiently the prominent strategies and method-techniques used in new approaches in education. In the study conducted by Bulut (2008) it was revealed that the teachers' evaluations for the learning environment where the curriculum is applied with regard to student centered activities is at the “low” level.

Another issue in teaching-learning process is that teachers do not use materials sufficiently. One of the basic duties of a teacher is that he/she utilizes his/her opportunities efficiently and can prepare materials taking into account his/her students' needs (MEB, 2008). However, it was confirmed that pre-service teachers use teacher centered approaches instead of the student centered, activity based and material based teaching and teaching which aims to learn together by exploring in group studies (Eraslan, 2008). In the study conducted by Taşdere (2014) it was found out that teachers teach their subject matter depending on a single source in traditional way and students get knowledge from the source directly and are passive in the process. When the curricula developed based on the constructive approach is examined, students should be responsible for their own learning in teaching-learning process and strategies, method and techniques constantly should be used to make them active. There are other studies in the literature indicating that teachers mostly use teacher-centered methods in teaching-learning process (Baeten, Dochy, Struyven, Parmentier, & Vanderbruggen, 2016; Öztas & Turan, 2009).

Teachers’ incompetency in pedagogical respect is another observed matter. All teachers are actually known to have taken pedagogical training. However, such a view was put forward as this training might be at the theoretical level. There can be a number of reasons why this training is at the theoretical level. The most important reason could be teacher employment system because selection and placement exam for teachers and exam for teachers’ employment are conducted through multiple-choice exams and the implementation dimension of pedagogical formation training is neglected.

Another matter articulated with regard to teacher related reasons is that teacher is insufficient in time management in teaching-learning process. Time management issue is concerned with planning. Planning or time management issue should be solved to attain the maximum efficiency in teaching-learning process (Sahito & Vaisanen, 2017). According to Erden (2008), there is a relationship between the effective use of time and the acquisition of the aims. The effective use of time in class depends on well-planned of teaching process, arrangement of out of class activities and effective use of teaching-learning process. A teacher should be able to conveniently use teaching and learning period taking into account lesson chapters and guide his/her students to effectively utilize time in and out of class studies. Besides, he/she should be able to plan method, techniques, activities, lesson equipment and materials, assessment-evaluation techniques with his/her students (MEB, 2008).

It is remarkable to encounter the matter in which individual differences are disregarded or these differences are ignored. The fact that these differences are ignored is on the contrary with one of the principles of the constructive approach where individual differences should be considered in teaching-learning process. According to MEB (2008), teacher comes across students who have different needs, interests and skills. The teacher should know that students have the right to get education, which develop their capacity and increase their options. He/she should be able to consider this issue while planning teaching-learning process. However, in the study conducted by Özenoğlu Kiremit (2013), it was found out that individual differences are not regarded in the teaching-learning process. According to Güven & Sözer (2007), individual differences taking place in teaching-learning process is an expected case. Nevertheless, it generally constitutes a major problem for teachers to deal with these differences flexibly (Dijkstra, Walraven, Mooij, & Kirschner, 2016). This result inhibits
students’ participation into lesson to a large extent and makes them passive in lesson. When individual differences and understanding in the current curriculum are taken into account, student centered strategy, method and techniques should be used in teaching-learning process.

In the context with “School Related Reasons” sub-theme, it is seen that pre-service teachers mention about lack of material and physical insufficiencies of schools and classes. The results of the research support these findings. To illustrate, Vatanartiran & Eren (2014) revealed that schools are insufficient with regard to physical equipment. A similar finding is presented in the study by Akbaba & Turhan (2016) and Al Azri & Al-Rashdi (2014). Lack of materials at schools matter can be regarded as a result of teacher centered teaching. The fact that teachers teach at theoretical level may cause pre-service teachers to articulate such a view. Because it is known that the schools included in the research are in the scope of the project “Movement of Enhancing Opportunities and Improving Technology” (FATIH) and they are, at least, equipped with the materials at basic level. Which means that with the FATIH project, the equipment for the school is provided.

Undisciplined behaviors in classes and negative dialogues between teacher and students were perceived as matters by pre-service teachers. The results of the research revealed that undisciplined behaviors cause problems in teaching-learning process (Charles, 2014; Özdaş & Akipınar, 2016; Çetin, 2013).

In the second purpose of the research, the pre-service teachers’ solution recommendations were tackled. In this regard, 229 suggestions were developed. The suggestions were generated under the themes such as suggestions for teachers and school administrators. 202 out of 229 suggestions were related with teachers. Pre-service teachers' suggestions for teaching and learning process as follows: student centered approach should be in the center; active learning method and techniques should be used; student should be motivated to lesson; individual differences should be paid attention.

The pre-service teachers involved in the current research had student centered teaching experiences in the courses, namely Principles and Methods of Instruction, Methods of Teaching for One’s Subject Domain, and Instructional Technologies and Material Development. Therefore, they might show more awareness of student centered approaches in the school experience course. The developed suggestions can be originated from the discussions occurred in the theoretical based courses and strategy, method and techniques experienced in the above-mentioned courses.

When an overall evaluation for the whole suggestions is conducted, it can be stated that the pre-service teachers, in fact, define an ideal type of a teacher and a learning environment in the current conditions. It is understood that the suggestions are appropriate for the curriculum. In fact, it is seen that similar expressions appear in the curriculum developed in 2005 and in the completed revision of the curriculum in 2017. For instance, teachers are expected not to be dependent on a single teaching approach, pay attention to individual differences, benefit from a variety of teaching strategy, method and techniques and utilize several teaching strategies to develop students' interests and skills (MEB, 2017).

5. Recommendations

Findings of this research have some implications for theory and practice in the field of teacher training and practices. First, teachers need to be equipped with skills that focus on student-centered practices and consider their psychosocial aspects. In addition, in line with the curricula designed by the Ministry of National Education, teachers should be provided with opportunities to practice their knowledge regarding teaching and learning processes. In order to achieve this, the curricula should include content related to teacher-centered approaches, strategies, methods and techniques. To add, these theoretical processes should be practiced in schools with appropriate modeling within the teacher preparation programs and departments in faculties of education. Good practices at the local and national level that illustrate sample teacher and learning practices should be shared with teachers’ community. Therefore, student-centered approaches can circulate among more teachers and achieve a higher impact level.
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